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My Protection is With The Obedient 

April 1st, 2020 

 

May the Lord's peace be with you and guide you into all 

righteousness.  May your hearts be tender and pliable in 

the Master's hands.  Amen. 

 

Dear ones, Ezekiel had a extremely vivid and real dream.  

In this dream many saints came to visit him and 

afterwards, Father God came.  At the end of the visitation, 

a set of scales was shown to him and he heard, "seven 

years."  Our impression was that the Tribulation was about to begin.  Revelation 6:5 & 6 And when he 

had opened the third seal, I heard the third living creature saying: Come, and see. And behold a black 

horse, and he that sat on him had a pair of scales in his hand.  6 And I heard as it were a voice in the 

midst of the four living creatures, saying: Two pounds of wheat for a penny, and thrice two pounds of 

barley for a penny, and see thou hurt not the wine and the oil. Douay Rheims Edition American 1899 

 

Today Ezekiel was again in serious intercession when he saw many people dying from virus, in China, 

and all over the world, as well as the United States.  I have sought the Lord about putting food up for the 

community and was given a go ahead, so we have prepared a small amount of food to last for a month 

for the community members.   Looking at this entire situation, it seems to me that it is wisdom to have 

food and water put aside if there is a lag in production here in this country.  Also, medicines, alcohol and 

skin sanitizers, masks, gasoline and oil, toilet paper and other household necessities. We take zinc and 

vitamin D3 for our immune systems and it really works.   

 

We have missionaries all over the world who have learned how to cope with exotic diseases. 

I checked with some missionaries back from Africa, who overcame many illnesses, they shared what 

their doctors gave them, chloroquine with Zithromax (azithromycin)and even saunas and breathing hot 

steam over a pot to kill germs in the lungs, and for them it was very effective.   

 

Prayer is most comforting, and the Lord is asking us to pray Psalm 91 and I suggest we each pray Psalm 

51 first, in a very heartfelt way.  If the Lord reveals anything to you that is less than pleasing, please, 

please, please, remove that from your life.  Do not leave open doors.  Forgive everyone who has ever 



hurt you, whether they apologized or not, holding onto a bitter seed will surely infect you and open a 

door.  How can God forgive us when we do not forgive others?  Very simply, He promised, if you forgive 

others, He will forgive you.  Do not leave this door open. Get plenty of rest, do not allow yourself to 

become compulsive and exhausted with any projects, they are a set up.  Keep your system healthy. 

 

The very best protection my dear ones, is to love your brother and sister as you love yourself.  And to 

walk humbly and see others as better than yourself.  I promise you, if you look closely at others, you will 

see many virtues they have that you lack, so this should make it easier for you.  This is a time to reform 

and clean up your act.  The Lord is pressing against all of us to do away with cycles of sin we have 

allowed into our lives.  If He has been touching your conscience about anything, please pay heed and 

stop doing that.  The blood of the martyrs is the seed of the church, and there are many dying from this 

plague.  God is allowing it to get you to be serious about Him and stop compromising. And I share with 

you that He is really working with me to get rid of attitudes and desires.  I have gotten lax in certain 

areas, and my heart has troubled me for a while.  Now He is giving me the grace and the mandate to 

clean up my own act. 

 

Lord, what would you like to add? 

 

Jesus began, "Your instructions are wise and on target.  Some will respond to the easy things like buying 

supplements, others will take Me very seriously and respond more to repentance.  This is your 

protection dear ones.  Repentance and a heart that is serious about pleasing Me, will be a very strong 

protection against illness, unless I call upon you to stand in the gap for your unsaved family members.  

Also, do not stop giving to the poor, visiting the sick and those in prison, charity is a fortress of safety.  If 

you have the means to put aside food for others, this is pleasing to Me.  And remember, if ever there 

should be a serious need, turn to Me...I never stopped multiplying the bread, and I will never stop.  Not 

for the stingy self serving souls, but for the souls who love their brothers as they love themselves.  Not 

only that but charity covers a multitude of sins. In Heaven you will see the power of this dynamic when 

you review the days of your life. 

 

Do not panic, do not provoke panic, rather provoke prayer and tell My people that prayer is where the 

power lies. I can do so very much with prayer alone, from the sincere of heart, and holy of life.  My 

people, if you are dealing with persistent sin and obstinate faults, continue to fight the good fight.  

Come to Me and I will honor your prayers.  Remember, when I see true contrition and continuing effort 

to improve, I honor your prayers as if you had already attained holiness.  I look at the heart My Precious 

Ones.  Keep it clean from judgement, pride, fornication and greed.  Those who have been honest and 

strict with themselves will have nothing to fear in My presence.  You will receive compassion and grace 

to help you continue to overcome. 

 

Know that there is not a minute when I am absent from you.  I listen to the supplications of your heart, 



to your thoughts and lack of opinion, to your desire to love your brothers and sisters unconditionally.  I 

AM with you.  Cleave to these virtues and I will keep you safe in the day of trouble. 

 

 

This Is Your Time of Visitation 

April 2nd, 2020 

 

May our faith increase and keep us on the path God has 

chosen for us…may He strengthen us to unquestioningly 

believe in His promises to us, and act with courage in the 

opportunities He is bringing us during this season. Amen 

 

What I want to share with you now dear family. Our great 

hope is God’s protection dear ones. The help of man is 

vain, as it is written, “Some trust in chariots and some in 

horses, but we trust in the name of the LORD our God.” Psalm 20:7 

 

Again, and again in the history of Israel, the people were far outnumbered by world class armies longing 

to annihilate them. But time and time again, when people lived in faithful ways, according to the rules 

God gave them, God came to their rescue and did away miraculously with their overwhelming 

opposition. The parting of the Red Sea is only one of those ways, but it is worthy to remember. Also 

when the Lord told the Israelites to paint the lintel of their door with the blood of the sacrificial lamb 

and the angel of Death would pass over them and their animals, while at the same time those without 

the lamb’s blood would suffer the loss of their first born both family members and animals. 

 

Dear Family, the Lord is calling to us. He is asking us during this time of inner cleansing, to examine our 

hearts, repent of our sins and compromises and embrace the actions of repentance. In other words, 

stop sinning, stop compromising and reform our lives and do good where we were doing badly. Then as 

we do that, and call upon His protection, we and our loved ones, can be more assured of protection 

from sickness. 

 

I am being instructed by the Lord to read prayerfully and thoughtfully; Psalm 51 every day. I am also 

praying the Jesus Prayer, “Lord Jesus, have mercy on me a sinner.” This can be prayed on a Rosary, and I 

have to say, it takes me deep into the Lord’s heart. 

 



Knowing how kind, intimate and forgiving He has been with us, can lead to a certain complacency, but 

now at this time, He is calling us to throw it off and take a deeper look at our unfaithfulness to Him and 

reform not only our thinking but our actions in order to please Him and make up for our lapses. Are we 

living selfishly? Are we watching unclean things? Are we withholding from the poor and spending 

lavishly? Are we tender and kind with others or harsh and judgmental? Are we giving Him the best hours 

of our day for prayer and worship? Are we responding in obedience when He asks us to put down what 

we are doing to pray for others who may not even be related to us?  Are we putting our whole hearts 

into the work He has given us to do? Are we binding up the wounds of others or finding fault with them?  

Are we thanking Him in the midst of our inconveniences or are we becoming irritated, frustrated, 

ungrateful and laying up judgments against ourselves for our ingratitude, when we should be thanking 

Him for every test and offering our pain for those dying without salvation? How many bitter roots have 

we planted in ourselves by becoming impatient and intolerant? I must go to Him every morning to get 

these things removed. I tend towards impatience and am planting a bitter seed when things don’t suit 

me. 

 

Oh, I could go on and on dear ones, and I have been guilty of every one of these faults in the past year. I 

long to be clean and pure of motive before Him. He has a great deal of work in my sorry self to clean up 

the mess of self will and self-preoccupation. I want to cooperate with Him with all my heart. I am sorry 

Lord, I am still an adolescent, I am not the full-grown woman you’ve called me to be. I still want foolish 

things; I still avoid what I should have taken good care of…I still complain for inconveniences. As Mother 

Elisha would say, in short, “I’m a hot mess.” But He is Lord over even this and I have given Him full 

permission to reform me. 

 

So, in order to live under His protection, we must be living our lives for Him, not just ourselves and our 

families. Or if we are too weak and have fallen into stubborn habits, at least we must have the sincere 

motive to be reformed and free of these entanglements. This is why I believe we should all begin the 

day with Psalm 51. The very words of this psalm of repentance were given to me during my salvation 

experience when fire fell from heaven and paralyzed me. (that’s in the story of my conversion) …have 

mercy on Me Oh Lord, my offenses, truly I know them…turn your face away from my sins, deprive me 

not of Your Holy Spirit…restore to me the joy of my salvation. 

 

Dear ones, my faith without works is dead, dead, dead. Am I flagging in my faith? Yes, I am. Why??? 

Because I have talked myself into permission to take spiritual shortcuts, I have said it’s alright you can 

say that about someone else because it is true after all. It’s OK, you’re weak and tired, you need to eat a 

treat, you can abstain another day when you are stronger. It’s OK, if you fall behind in answering e-mails 

and just let them sit for weeks. Dear ones, this is the thinking of a Luke warm soul. A person who has 

lost the fire of their first love. These are acts of indifference…proving I don’t really care about what is 

important to Jesus…my own whims are more important than all of that…after all…I do give to the poor 

and try to help where I can, so am I still ok Lord? 

 



This is what makes the angels and saints sick to their stomach and sick at heart, when they see such 

indifference from a soul chosen by God. Yes, I am laying it bare for you precious family, so you can 

recognize where you might have gone astray. The Lord gave me the church at Sardis, the one where He 

says, “I know you have a reputation for being alive but you are dead.”  

 

I believe that is my own personal state from laziness and indifference, but I also see this in the Church at 

large, and if we are going to be trusted with the graces of revival, we need to fess up, turn over a new 

leaf and live for God alone more than ever. Are you with me in this family??? Do you want more of God, 

to be deeper and used in ministry and walking righteously with Him?  

 

Do you want His protection? It comes with reformation of our hearts. We are being called to be true to 

ourselves and true to our God. Whether we are protected from this deadly sickness or not, at least we 

will have done our best to be real with the Lord, confess our faults and shortcomings and be ready to 

either be healed or taken to be with Him.  So I am pleading with you all, DO NOT DELAY your 

repentance. Turn now to the Lord and seek the truth about yourself, where you have fallen short, where 

you need to change.  

 

Then ask Him in total confidence, to perfect us, to cleanse our hearts and consciences from empty works 

and vanity. It is the sincere intention of heart that will be our protection, whether we live or die. But at 

least we will know we have done our best to be who He has called us to be, and we will never give up. 

Lord…did You have something to add? 

 

Jesus began, “I am listening very carefully Clare, to your heart, which is also My Heart for you. I long to 

see you cleansed from these little foxes that have ravaged Our vineyard. My Beloved, you truly are 

weak, but I remind you that where you are weakest, you can certainly become strongest and lead others 

to conquer their weaknesses.  

 

I know you lament your shortfalls; I know also that your mind races from one thing to another and you 

lose sight of what you just decided and continue to go down a path that will not in the end bring you 

happiness and fulfillment. I am not beating you here My dearest, I am only asking you to consider the 

end of every decision you make. Even as St. Francis said, “Ask Sister Death.” In other words, in your last 

hours on earth, will you lament the decisions you made or will you rejoice in them?  

 

Not one of you My people are perfect in all aspects. Not one of you has full self-control in every 

situation.  Not any of you have arrived. Consider Mother Theresa in her last days. She lived without the 

consolation of My tangible and sweet presence for decades, she questioned even if she had done the 

right thing with her life. And look at the fruit this saint brought forth through her obedience? Do you 

expect to be any better? Do you expect to have every assurance that you’ve accomplished your highest 



mission? It is a suffering My dear ones, yet there is also cause to examine your ways and see if perhaps 

your dryness is the result of presumption and guilt.   

 

During these 40 days of Lent, I want you to make as many fast offerings and sacrifices as you can so that 

I may release the graces of conviction and reform into your lives. The works of Mercy are so very central 

to your healing. Feeding the poor, visiting the sick and imprisoned, praying for those who are remote 

from your lives but who desperately need your prayers. Forgive all who have wounded you, not once, 

not twice but 70 x7, forgive them, and your Father in Heaven will surely forgive you. 

 

Put yourself in the lowest place and seek to serve rather than be waited on. Do not gloss over a fault 

when you feel a prick in your conscience. That is a great grace, to know your sins is a very great grace 

and calls for your fidelity and commitment to change. Oh, how I am calling to you My world, My people, 

how tenderly I call to you and how greatly I hate to see you suffer. I am taking you by the hand even 

now, imparting gentle conviction and an authentic desire to change. I wish to bring revival upon this 

earth, but I so need vessels that are not cracked and full of holes, vessels that will hold the graces I 

shower upon them and not squander them with preoccupations of vain things, with pride and judgment, 

with rancor and bitterness,  

 

These attitudes which at times can be dominating your lives, are deadly to the graces I need you 

operating in. That is why I am allowing such a horrific wake up call to the world. If you wake up and 

reform your lives you can be assured it will get better. If you do not respond, it will get worse, it is just 

that simple. I love you so very much, I need your obedience and faithfulness, I need your cooperation 

and to see you operating in brotherly love and self-sacrifice. I need to see you faithfully carrying your 

cross and not slipping away, leaving it in the shadows.  

 

Many of you in this moment, are already aware of all the things I am saying, and you have decided to 

really correspond and change. Some of you want to change but you are too fond of your vices. Others 

are insulted by the thought that they, good church going Christians, have anything to repent of. But you 

all have one thing in common, you are My Body and I love you and I am making a provision for each of 

you to step forward out of your sins and vices so that together we can master what has held you back 

for so long. 

 

I am pleading with you to confess your sins one to another, and begin anew to carry the cross I have 

custom made for you, believing that I am with you and you will overcome the things of the past. This is a 

new season, and it requires a new commitment to holiness, and I am here by your side Beloved to carry 

your through to the victory over yourselves.  

 

Take My hand now, talk to Me as you never have before, be gut honest with Me, I already know your 



struggles, ask Me for the grace, just ask Me. And when I give it to you, don’t squander it, be faithful, for 

there is great beauty and reward in store for those who do and you will not do this in your own strength, 

you will do it only with My grace, so do not rely on yourself, rather do all you can and expect Me to fill in 

the rest to bring you to a happy ending. I am with you, I am for you, you mean the world to me. Let’s go 

now and conquer our foes. 

 

Are We The Church at Sardis 

April 4th, 2020 

 

My dear ones, my prayer for all of us this week is to come 

back fully to Jesus, to push the world out of our lives, to 

find Him in that enclosed garden of our hearts, and cherish 

every moment with Him. 

 

You see the Lord has been giving me the church at Sardis, 

and I wasn’t sure what that meant. I was afraid it was 

about me, and finally yesterday, He revealed the truth to 

me. If the church at Sardis was about some of the heart dwellers, then I am to blame, for I believe that 

as the shepherd goes, so will the sheep. So, I had to really examine my conscience, and there I found the 

truth.  

 

To the Church in Sardis 

 

“To the angel of the church in Sardis write: 

 

These are the words of him who holds the seven spirits[b] of God and the seven stars. I know your 

deeds; you have a reputation of being alive, but you are dead. Wake up! Strengthen what remains and is 

about to die, for I have found your deeds unfinished in the sight of my God. Remember, therefore, what 

you have received and heard; hold it fast, and repent. But if you do not wake up, I will come like a thief, 

and you will not know at what time I will come to you. 

 

Yet you have a few people in Sardis who have not soiled their clothes. They will walk with me, dressed in 

white, for they are worthy. The one who is victorious will, like them, be dressed in white. I will never 

blot out the name of that person from the book of life, but will acknowledge that name before my 

Father and his angels. Whoever has ears, let them hear what the Spirit says to the churches.” 



 

 

I’ve been struggling with a balancing act, in the midst of a building program while providing for those 

here on the mountain, for ourselves and prayer time. Notice how I just put providing for those on the 

mountain before prayer time. The truth is that every time I go to pray there is some kind of interruption, 

not just someone needing my attention, but also my thoughts…”Oh you’d better order that compost 

toilet…or you’d better add fire starter to the list…or you’d better see to it there are enough vitamins and 

herbal medicines, or you’d better put fruit on the list, etc, etc, ad infinitum…in other words without end! 

And it didn't help any that Ezekiel and I were in the same room. We are the kind of married couple that 

get cold when the other is hot, or want loud worship when the other needs silence. We managed as best 

we could but it was definitely a trial and difficult teaching in patience and brotherly love. I say teaching, 

because for us, the Lord teaches us through His own lesson plans, not from books. And this was course 

in patience was a doozy! 

 

And rather than being strong and resisting the impulse to jump up (I used to jot it down for later) I pop 

up like a wind-up clown and get it done!!!  This has ravaged the vineyard guys… my preoccupation with 

all these details has left the Lord waiting for me to return. Finally, He became invisible…and I don’t 

blame Him, I had abandoned the vineyard to the little foxes who were consuming the fruit, why should 

He stand by and watch such a pitiful sight? 

 

Getting the church at Sardis, several times over the past month finally got me to stop, look and listen. 

Not only that but I missed Him terribly, for days, weeping and knowing that in my heart I had acted 

foolishly.  But in His mercy, finally yesterday He made Himself visible, with a big smile, and my heart just 

melted. 

 

Now I want to deliver his message to all of you heart dwellers. 

  

Lord, why do you keep giving me (impressions of) the church in Sardis? 

 

Rev 3:1 “I know your deeds; you have a reputation of being alive, but you are dead. 2 Wake up! 

Strengthen what remains and is about to die, for I have found your deeds unfinished in the sight of my 

God. 3 Remember, therefore, what you have received and heard; hold it fast, and repent. But if you do 

not wake up, I will come like a thief, and you will not know at what time I will come to you." 

 

Because there are many among you who are not taking My Words with seriousness and gravity and 

living them to the fullest. I need you to repent for being lax and pay strict attention to what's going on in 

your hearts. Boot the world out, out, out! Focus on Me and our eternity together. Do not bring the 

world into this sacred space. Put all your doings with the world aside and give Me all your available time. 



Make room for Me by putting aside shopping, entertainments, idle conversations, and curiosities. Much 

is going on in the world this week that is toxic to your souls. It will bring fear into your heart and mind. 

Oh, how I want you to approach the altar with pure love and expectation of all that I have for you. I 

want this to be a week of spiritual concentration on our nuptial vows. 

 

But, if you feed on what satan is brewing, you will miss it. Your mind will be cluttered and unfit to 

receive the graces I have in store for you. I will protect you, but you must do your part and shun those 

things that have nothing to do with eternity. 

 

"My love, it is not My intention to chastise - rather it is My intention to correct the course so you will 

arrive at the destination. Many are still far too preoccupied with what is going on in the world and their 

plans for this week. You are being tempted daily to veer off course. I must say you have done well to 

ignore those things that keep trying to snag your attention. Hold to My directions and put away 

everything that can be ignored and put aside. You will never regret it. 

 

"And, for the rest I say: tighten down the hatches, and keep the world out - the seas are rough and 

foreboding. I do not want you lingering there. Stay close to Me, isolate yourself with Me and keep the 

world out of your life as much as you possibly can. I am calling for a week of devotion and drawing close 

to Me. Dream your dreams about what you want to do in Heaven, dare to ask for the impossible and all 

the gifts you have ever wanted from Me. Expect Me to hear you and fulfill your every desire. 

 

Please, My Bride, give Me you’re all this week! Stay out of the news, stay out of the stores, stay off the 

internet, go into your prayer closets, pray and seek Me above all else. This is My desire for you - would 

you give this to Me as a wedding present? I am offering you the grace to accomplish all that I ask of you. 

If you love Me, you will obey Me." 

 

The Lord then spoke to Ezekiel: "It is imperative that you absolutely and firmly discipline yourselves this 

week. Please, My faithful Brides, stay away from browsing the internet. Put your curiosities to death. I 

need you to be preparing yourselves for the most important moment in your eternity. Press into Me 

exclusively. My whole heart and mind, spirit and soul are preparing for our Wedding Day. 

 

"Please, Beloved, no more of the world. Stay out of the stores. This is not the time to purchase gifts for 

yourself or your loved ones. I need you to be clean for our wedding. Avoid television, radio, magazines 

and the newspapers. You have had a lifetime full of that. I have gone to great pains to purify you from 

those influences. 

 

"Yes, My Precious Ones, do tend to your proper duties - children, work, etc. But, only fulfill those 

obligations that are crucial for the good of another. For example: giving someone a ride to the doctor or 

errands of mercy for the sick, the poor, the elderly. You know what is absolutely necessary and what is 

not. I will help you, and caution you as well as nudging you to act when needed. 



 

"In human terms, one preparing for their wedding would be consumed with every detail of the wedding. 

Please do not be as the church of Sardis - that I would have to come to you as a thief in the night. 

Strengthen now what is left. 

 

"Abide in Me, and Me alone. Let all of your thoughts and intentions be of Me and for Me. Offer each day 

and everything that it brings to Me. I will sanctify it all, everything, even your struggles and failures. Give 

it all to Me and I will make you Holy, a Bride fit for Her King." 

 

 

My Brides I Need You 

April 7th, 2020 

 

Ezekiel’s and my hermitage was just finished and I was 

dying to get moved. We have been so cramped in one 

room and it’s hard for him to rest without being disturbed 

when situations come up. The nitty gritties of admin are 

not his forte. 

 

So, as I was praying about how to go about this, even 

though our hermitage is only two stone’s throw from the 

chapel where we are now, it still is a monumental undertaking. As I prayed, I felt, what if the Lord 

doesn’t want us moving during Holy Week? And that thought just wouldn’t go away. So, I called in my 

discernment team and we all came to the realization that God did not want us working at all this week, 

even cleaning or moving. So, then I sat down to listen after the Lord’s Supper. Listening after you have 

received Him is always the best time to hear clearly. 

 

Lord, please speak Your Heart to me.  

 

Jesus began, “For what does it profit a man if he gains the whole world but loses his soul?” My people 

please, I am pleading with you, slow down your involvements with the world. Back off from big projects 

until this week is past. Take this time to prepare your hearts. You do not know what is in the works for 

your lives. You do not realize how close your demise approaches. 

 

This is no time to strike out on new ventures that take much time and energy. This is tuck in time. Stay 



put, pray and watch. I will be with you as you dedicate your hours to prayer for the world. I want to see 

a bright light issuing forth from this mountain, for as My eyes scan the world activity, springtime and 

worldly pursuits have locked men into an endless squirrel cage of activity, which has numbed them in 

deep darkness to all that is taking place around them in the world. 

 

The world is in a perilous place right now and as I scan the earth there is darkness, but I want to see light 

coming from this mountain, I want to see hope and intercession. I want to bless each of you as never 

before, but I can only bless the obedient.  Pray and watch, this is no time for recreation or work.  

 

Dear ones, take stock of the condition of your hearts. Are you so drawn into worldly gain that you 

cannot let go, study and pray, worship and repent? Is it so very difficult for you to hearken unto my 

voice to pray and prepare your hearts?  With the memorial of My death and resurrection, come 

tremendous graces for souls that are prepared, will you then stop what you are doing and prepare? 

 

If I cannot get this community to obey, then who? Do you know there are those who have already made 

this provision and are seriously seeking Me? I say this not to shame you but bring you to your senses to 

understand what is important to me in this hour and what is not. 

 

Thank you for listening and obeying. My blessings shall reign down on you and the fruits will be copious. 

I need you in this hour. My Brides, I need you! 

 

It is clear dear heart dwellers that the Lord is asking us to give Him our week. It is so much easier with 

the stores, businesses and shops closed down. He is calling us to get down on our knees and pray with 

great seriousness and passion for the world. 

 

Lord Jesus, have mercy on us sinners. Lord Jesus please grant us the gift of intercession and travail for 

the whole world. 

 

Amen 

 

 

The Rapture and Nuclear War Dreams & Prophetic Word 

April 13th, 2020 (First Posted Nov 3rd, 2014) 

 



The dream that I had of the nuclear annihilation of Miami 

and the message and the promise that came with this just a 

few days afterward. 

 

I dreamt that I was on a white, sandy beach on a sub- 

tropical ocean and a fishing dory was nearby with fishing 

nets and primitive looking implements. It was obvious to 

me I was not in America. It was a sunny day, perhaps 

midmorning or early afternoon and I was occupied cleaning a fishing net when I turned and looked 

behind me, over my right shoulder across the ocean, and saw a first sized cloud on the distant horizon. It 

quickly began to swell, getting bigger and bigger and I realized that a city in the distance, though I could 

not see it, had just been struck with an atomic bomb. 

 

I cried out, "Oh, my God!" and awoke from the dream. 

 

Immediately, I knew the dream had been from Holy Spirit. All I could do was pray for mercy. Later I 

looked for the location of the city and determined that it was either Houston viewed from the eastern 

coast of the Baha, or Miami viewed from a Cuban beach. I'm pretty sure now, looking back on it, that I 

was looking northward, so it would have been Miami. 

 

"Lord, I want to know more about what's going to happen in the world and what I can do to help. You 

know I did not want to pry into things that are far beyond me." 

 

At that point, this was during my prayer, before me was a beautiful white and sandy beach, edged with 

aquamarine waters. There's something strange, though. All the way down the beach, as far as the eye 

can see, large grey masses have been thrown up along the shoreline. As I looked more closely, I realized 

they were human bodies. It was so gruesome I dared not look any more closely. 

 

I turned to the Lord and asked solemnly, "Where are we?"  

 

He answered, "Nassau in the Bahamas.”  

 

"There will be carnage such as has never been seen. Do you remember the message you were given 

many years ago? 'Do not fear death, O' righteous inhabitants of Earth." 



 

And I do, I remember that, and I will share it with you at the end of this message. 

 

We were now suspended above Earth between the Bahamas and Miami. Jesus was weeping and I was in 

shock. It was one blackened mass. At once we could see up close and there was not a survivor stirring. 

 

"Are you listening to Me?" Jesus asked. 

 

Numbness engulfed my entire being and I simply could not comprehend what I was seeing. 

 

He began again. "You will still be on the Earth when this happens, but very quickly afterwards I will 

whisk you both away in the Rapture." 

 

I asked, "How soon after this happens will You take us, Lord?"  

 

He answered, "Within a week." 

 

"Seven days?" 

 

"At maximum. There's no reason for you to be here past that point." 

 

"Lord, I don't know what to say." 

 

"Such carnage as this has never before fallen upon the Earth. Never was it possible for a man to inflict 

this kind of damage on My Creation. Were not the End soon approaching, I would intervene - but it must 

happen this way for the fulfillment of Scripture. Because you are leaving so quickly, you will finally 

understand: there's no need to store up anything. Nothing to worry about, no shortage or lack." 

 

I think it's worth noting here that there's been a lot of confusion over when the Rapture would happen: 

before the Tribulation, after the Tribulation, mid-Tribulation. I think that it is noteworthy the Lord said 

about the coming of the Son of Man in the 29th verse of Matthew 24. 



 

Matthew 24:29-31 But immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun shall be darkened, and 

the moon shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall from the sky, and the powers of the heavens 

shall be shaken: and then shall appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven: and all the tribes of the 

earth mourn, and they shall see the Son of man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great 

glory. And he will send out his angels with a trumpet blast, and they shall gather together his elect from 

the four winds, from one end of the heavens to the other. 

 

The point I'd like to make here is this series of events that fits this particular outlining here that the Lord 

gave is that, if you were to see the Earth from above and there was an exchange of nuclear missiles back 

and forth between the Middle East and US and Europe, it would be unprecedented chaos. And of 

course, from all of the release of pollutants from these bombs, the sun would be darkened and the 

moon wouldn't give its light. That all fits that profile. And that the Lord sends out his angels to the four 

directions to gather His elect - that makes sense. And the trumpet blast - that makes sense that that 

would be the Rapture. So, it does indeed make sense that this atomic war would begin before the 

Rapture. That's not to say this is the Tribulation, this is something different. This is a war, a nuclear 

exchange that will wreak havoc on the planet and perhaps throw things off course in the heavens and 

certainly obscure the sun and the Moon. 

 

I take this prophecy, this word from the Lord very seriously and it explains a lot to me as to how all this 

could come about and still be a pre-Tribulation Rapture. 

 

And as an aside here, this is very interesting to me. I was starting to, well you know we have a food 

bank, I was ordering extra food to store up and the Lord rebuked me for doing that. 

 

He said, "No, I don't want you to do that." and so I gave all that food away and stopped doing it. I 

couldn't understand why, but He explained it to me here. I'd like to leave food for other people, but out 

of obedience I'm not going to do it. 

 

One thing is certain - the Scriptures must be fulfilled. Mercy leaves boundless room for God to intervene 

but certain things must take place. It is in His hands and in the prayers of our hearts to see to it that the 

greatest mercy possible could be shed on the world and the souls of those involved in these events. 

Especially the grace of conversion to these souls that don't know him. 

 

Another thing in this message, in the timing of the Rapture being right after nuclear war on our soil that 

caught my attention, is that there will be a tremendous amount of grieving and repentance that will take 

place amongst the Christians in this country and in the world. A tremendous amount of looking at their 



lives and repenting. 

 

And I think this is probably going to be the finishing touch on the Bride's garment - the things that have 

just been hanging there, and hanging and hanging for so long. And the enormity of the situation things 

are going to just fall right off, just gonna be blasted right off of the garment because the real priorities of 

life - loving God, loving our neighbor, eternity and the last things - these are going to come up and 

they're going to be very strongly in our minds at this time. And I believe that that's going to be one of 

the forces that will help to prepare the Bride. 

 

I still think there's great possibility in this message and great merit that He's coming for His Bride in a 

time of unbelievable turmoil and agony in society. 

 

Later on in this vision He continues:  

 

"Tell them for Me, those who are destined for the sword, if you are caught in the midst of these events 

and are innocent of the sins of this culture, are repentant and reformed in Me, you will wear a martyr's 

crown and great glory will be yours in Heaven, because you survived with your soul intact, and remained 

faithful to Me in a wanton, reckless ungodly, generation. You have suffered for your faith, everything 

from ridicule to exclusion. I have been present with you each time you suffered reproach for My Name's 

sake and your recompense is on the way. 

 

"Understand that once this time of unparalleled suffering begins, the living will envy the dead. For at 

that time, there will be great Tribulation such has not been since the beginning of the world until now 

nor ever will there be. There's great Joy awaiting you and your reception into Heaven will be the 

occasion of feasting and merriment. Your time of exile is almost at an end." 

 

So, several years ago, (going into the message that He gave me) several years ago I was on a mission trip 

in South America and I beheld the vault of the deep blue sky as if from a space shuttle. The Earth was 

clearly before me and there were missiles being launched from one continent to another. They seemed 

to originate in the Middle East and land in America. When they hit, smoky gray clouds hovered over the 

area and spontaneously something like fourth of July fireworks shot up into the heavens all the way to 

the Throne of God. The fireworks ascending to the Throne of God were the souls of the just. 

 

I heard this: "Do not fear death, O righteous inhabitants of the Earth." 

 



Then the Lord began to speak. "See, I will bring devastation on this Earth, not by My design but by your 

own, O wicked men among mankind. You who have perverted the truth and robbed the poor: you, too, 

shall lament and wail; for what you have engineered to destroy others shall be your own undoing. 

 

"Truly it is written of you: "Those who have dug the pit shall be the ones who fall into it. And those who 

set the snare shall themselves be caught in it." Proverbs 26:27 

 

"Woe, Woe, Woe to you wicked amongst mankind. For the hour of your great undoing is upon you, but 

my righteous shall shine like the stars in the firmament. Fear not the hour of your death, for that day 

you shall be with Me in Paradise, and inherit your eternal reward - for to you I have given a crown of 

Victory." 

 

"For those who have had a hand in planning the demise of the poor and helpless of the world, while 

making arrangements to save themselves, it is written: 

 

Isaiah 28:15-18 Because you say, "We have made a covenant with death, and with the nether world are 

we have made a pact; when the overwhelming scourge passes, it will not reach to us; for we have made 

lies our refuge, and in falsehood we have found a hiding place." 16 therefore thus says the Lord God, 

"See, I am laying a stone in Zion, a stone that has been tested, a precious corner-stone as a sure 

foundation: he who puts his faith in it shall not be shaken.17 I will make a right measuring line of justice: 

a level. Hail shall sweep away the refuge of lies, waters shall flood the hiding-place.18 Your covenant 

with death shall be cancelled, and your pact with the netherworld shall not stand; when the 

overwhelming scourge passes, you shall be trampled down by it." 

 

And that was the end of His message. 

 

So, it's an encouragement to believers and a warning to those who've planned all these things. Without 

going into the details, it's all over the Internet - the kind of intrigue and plots and planning that have 

happened in order to prepare us for this time, prepare themselves for this time and to wipe out and 

annihilate so much of America and so much of the world population. 

 

But the Lord shall take those who are righteous and they mount up into Heaven like stars ascending to 

the Throne. 

 

 



Mr. President-Urgent Prayer! 

April 13th, 2020  

 

My dear ones, this hour is critical. I just received the Rhema 

message from our web site, about the beginning of the war 

and the Rapture. I am not fully understanding what this 

means because Jesus told me five years and only one year 

has passed. I cannot get a confirmation that the 5-year 

mark was not the Lord. But I know what He is saying now 

and it is critical we pray for more time, more grace and 

more mercy.   

 

I am asking you to pray that prayer along with the Divine Mercy Chaplet. At the end of each decade 

pray, “Father grant us more time, more grace, more mercy x3”  

 

This is the week of the Divine Mercy Novena, which precedes the Feast of Divine Mercy on this coming 

Sunday. We are on day four, the intention for this day, is to pray for mercy for those who do not believe 

in God and those who do not know Him. I suggest you look up the other intentions on line because each 

of the nine days is different.  

 

Mister President and Christian leaders of this nation, you are focusing on the wrong prayers. You are 

trying to comfort an unrepentant people. Judgement is falling on this nation because of the lack of 

repentance. It is not about prosperity; it is about personal holiness and living a life pleasing to God.  

 

The excessive focus on the prosperity of this nation only leads people astray to worship beauty, money 

and power. We lapse into forgetfulness when we have many possessions. We fail to honor God because 

we are so busy making a fortune for ourselves. It is this corporate failure of our nation that has led to us 

being on the very brink of the most severe judgements. 

 

Mister President, I am begging you to repent for the materialism of this nation and excessive focus on 

prosperity. You have done many wonderful things for America, but focusing on how prosperous we will 

be and how God will comfort us, rather than the personal sins of American citizens, and their impact on 

the moral decline of other nations, will do nothing to stop God’s judgement. Until the focus is there, 

until all Americans fall to their knees and ask forgiveness for their sins and especially abortion which you 

have valiantly opposed, and the genocides and exploitation of other nations, whose blood calls out to 

God from the ground…until we repent for these things, we cannot expect God to protect us from the 

judgement we deserve. 



 

Please, people of America, stop looking for comfort during this plague which is a judgment on us, and 

start repenting. Lord, what have You to say? 

 

You have said it all Clare, the focus is not on the disease that has brought this pandemic upon the world. 

The disease is immorality. All through My word you can read of the demise of a people who worship 

idols. The idols today are not only carved images and Baal worship, the idols of today are the expensive 

cars, clothing and lifestyles, Americans focus on, while other peoples of the world starve. You have done 

well to drain the swamp and I am with you in this work, but now it is time to take stock of your moral 

emphasis on prosperity and shift it completely to moral cleanliness.  Do not allow pornography or x 

rated films, do not permit abortion, do not permit immoral and violent movies, make witchcraft a capital 

offense and put an end to Baal worship and same sex marriages in this nation. Do not give place to or 

permit the Muslim religion. There is so much more you can do, but I am asking you to begin with 

repentance. Even now the threat of annihilation looms over the heads of Americans in certain areas, but 

if I see massive repentance of these things, I will call a halt to what was to happen and extend your time 

on this earth to bring forth a harvest of righteousness. 

 

Try Me in these things and see if I do not shower blessings peace, holiness and prosperity on this nation. 

I am listening for those who cry out. America, make your voice heard in Heaven! Turn back from sin and 

cry out for mercy and holiness. These prayers I will indeed hear. 

 

 

The Hard Work of Suffering 

April 17th, 2020  

 

The Lord bless you sweet family, may the wounds in your 

hearts be healed and comforted by Jesus. Amen 

 

Lord, truly I have found that place in my heart which hurts 

for the loss of these two friends, especially with the one 

sister that I have a very sweet remembrance of our 

fellowshipping together. Yet somehow, I feel uneasy, as 

though something is against me.  

 

Clare I am here to clear your aching heart for this wonderful soul. So many good attributes, but just one 

small fault can sully them all. 



 

Oh Lord how fearful I am, I have so many! 

 

Yes, well they balance out in the long run. But we are trying to heal and restore and not allow wounds to 

fester and divide. For some it is easier than for others. Do not berate yourself because you struggle, you 

are still in the process of crucifying your flesh, Beloved. 

 

You are all constantly pelted with arrows of jealousy, insecurity, competition, one upmanship, failure 

and success in the eyes of others. 

 

You have done well to choose success only in my eyes. In this way I can purify your heart because it is 

not sullied by human concerns. I am not saying you are perfect, but from early on you recognized the 

emptiness of the laurels of men, others are not so blessed, they have far more baggage to work through.  

These pains in your heart are a good sign that your heart is still alive. So many have filled their lives with 

frenetic activity which has dulled and suppressed what is really going on inside of them. It is not an easy 

thing to bring them to silence that they may recognize the real agonies that lie behind their everyday 

lives, attitudes, and decisions. 

 

Not so you. But for the sake of others try to hide the pain. 

 

Lord please continue to speak to me, you know how much I miss You…Jesus, will you let me die of 

loneliness without You…it is your mercy I count on…for I am not deserving of the sweet embraces and 

fellowship we have had together…yet, I cannot live without them. 

 

The time is coming when we will never be apart again, ever. Not even the appearance of separation.  My 

Beloved, I am not far away, I live in you, I move in you, I cry when you cry, I pray when you are angry and 

do not see things clearly. I am always with you Clare. I will let you in on a little secret, and this goes for 

all heart dwellers, I cannot bear to be separated from you and when you get so busy I wait in anguish for 

you to leave off with the foolishness of the world, even knowing you will come back to me ragged and 

beaten. 

 

Beloved I inhabit you. If you still your heart enough, I will manifest. It is a rare thing for Me to completely 

disappear from your senses. It happens when you sin, it is then that you will feel the separation most 

keenly. But all other times, I am there. You may not connect because I am giving the sweetest portion to 

a very needy soul. I love it when you offer yourself up for others and do not complain. I love it when you 

thank Me in the midst of trials, it is then that you most resemble My mother. 



 

My dearly Beloved Family of Heartdwellers, understand that these severe trials some of you have been 

going through, betrayals, abandonment, dryness, all of these are powerful sacrifices for those who are 

dying, especially when you pray the Divine Mercy Chaplet in the midst of them. This is hard work My 

dear ones. Suffering is very hard work and you receive no visible consolations or affirmations from it. 

Rather, others look upon you as they looked upon Me…. “He must be a very great sinner, and false 

prophet.” 

 

The kind of spiritual work that you have undertaken for Me…in offering to carry Simon’s cross, is at the 

very dregs of ministry, yet because it is the lowliest form of prayer in the eyes of men, all of Heaven 

rejoices beholding your selfless sacrifices that no one acknowledges. Rather you are looked at as ragged 

beggars, good only for the lowest spiritual jobs.  

 

And yet every applauded minister of the altar has gotten his anointing and power from your prayers. 

The selfless, hidden ones, tucked away in their prayer closets, weeping for sinners and the anointing to 

fall on the man or woman of God. I have told you many times before, your reward in the next life will be 

even greater than the famous ones, because it was on your backs that they stood higher in stature. 

 

Lord, may I ask…. 

 

Yes, you may. 

 

Please tell me when I walk around in circles, feeling flat and confused, alienated from all that is good, 

swimming in my own faults and mistakes, trying to pray but feeling so insincere…like my prayers are 

shallow and useless…. 

 

Yes…. 

 

Feeling and looking like a completely incompetent failure that nothing good can come from…trembling 

lest I lead the sheep astray…really, truly, seeing what a deficit I am to the kingdom of God…tell me Lord, 

is there any good that can come of that. 

 

When you see yourself, as you truly are Clare, when you sit in the mire of the mud and swamp with its 

filthiness, smelling the stench of death and sin…when you feel devoured by condemnation, when you 

dare not lift your head to seek Me…it is then that you are most abased and pleasing in My sight. I hunger 



and thirst for souls who know their stuff, souls that cannot stand who they have made themselves to be, 

souls that long with all their hearts to be delivered from this death all around them, it is then that you 

are most safe from the tactics of the enemy. 

 

But then I fall into condemnation…. 

 

It is good to see that in yourself that needs to be condemned…it causes you to reach out for My Mercy 

even more. It is then when I can cleanse you, sweeping all the filth of the world from your souls, and 

replenishing you with My Grace and New Life.  

 

Please believe Me. You asked Me a most valid question, I am giving you a very truthful answer. What 

you suffer in those times suffices to bring you lower where My Graces accumulate, in the deep valleys. 

You see the absolute futility of yourself and this in turn opens you to receive the choicest graces. Oh 

Clare, confess all these things to Me, do not hold them back. Confess them and ask Me to cleanse you 

once and for all. Do not be afraid pitiable one, it is in your abyss of neediness that I rush to fill with living 

waters poured out upon My sheep. It is in this place where the springs well up into lakes and rivers of 

fresh clean waters.  

 

Have I not said, “This is the one whom I approve: the afflicted one, crushed in spirit, who trembles at my 

word? “Isaiah 66:2 

 

I love you so, do not despair at your lowliness, do not despair at your abandonment, do not despair at 

your betrayals, for your now resemble Me more and more. Only greet those who have wounded you 

with love and compassion, for they know not what they do, and your prayers for them are most 

powerful. Kiss the blade that pierces your side, the knife that cuts your back, the sword that’s thrust 

through your heart, kiss them, for they are the very instruments that cause you to resemble Me the 

most. Kiss, bless, forgive. You My Bride bear now the living imprint of My suffering. Only glorify them 

with the sweetness of your love for those who have wounded you.  In time, My Grace will raise them 

back up into wholeness and your heart shall rejoice in My goodness. 

 

Go now and share this with your brothers and sisters, there are so many who need to hear this, truly 

they have been crucified through circumstances this week and they need to know the great good that 

will come from their hard work and suffering. I bless you now My faithful ones, I bless you with the grace 

to forgive and carry your enemies in your hearts for the good of their souls.  Embrace and protect this 

grace, put it into action, for truly it is the living water that will resurrect those with deadened 

consciences. I bless you, and kiss your foreheads with the very mark of predestination of a chosen soul, 

fit for My kingdom. 



The Trials of Life 

April 17th, 2020  

 

My dear family, I confess to you, I have not been the best 

example lately. We are moving into our hermitage which 

was just finished and I don’t know anything that can be 

more challenging and sometimes nerve racking as moving. 

Just the sheer exhaustion of having to deal with taking 

things apart, packing, unpacking and putting them back up, 

over and over again can be an occasion of sin for an 

impatient person.  

 

Yes, I am impatient. When people don’t pick up on what needs to be done but just kind of stare off into 

space, I am not a very nice person. I may not show it but inside I am seething with impatience. Being 

incompetent and not managing well is another occasion of sin for me, as if I were competent and able to 

do all things better than others! 

 

I know this is stinky dog excrement to the angels and saints, the great cloud of witnesses, and I must 

repent for this. Besides that, I have just judged in my heart, and planted a seed of bitterness. Do you 

know what happens when you are irritated by others?? A demon takes up residence in the form of a 

spirit of bitterness, in your heart. And of course, on each occasion that irritation arises, you are planting 

more seeds and watering them. Judgement, bitterness, anger, resentment, all of these are toxic weeds 

begin to flourish in my proud heart. They are like mustard seeds, they begin as tiny offences, sprout and 

then branch out into large trees that give the demons a place to perch. 

 

After they have found a branch to perch on, they begin to feed off your negative feelings and throw up a 

toxic substance on you. Rick Joyner talks about this in his books. He has observed the demons dropping 

excrement all over Christians to cause them to forget brotherly love and embrace judgement of others. 

 

I can get angry, although it takes quite a bit before I really get angry, but when I do my whole body 

suffers, energy is sucked right out of me, and harvested by demons who in turn repeat the cycle and 

spread it around.  I used to justify my anger, “What is the matter with them? Why did they do that that 

way?” and if I had counseled them to do it another way, “I told them how to do it! Why didn’t they 

listen? Now look at the mess I have to clean up!!! 

 

Or I hold the anger in and fall into self-pity. “No one listens to me. I tried to help them but they wouldn’t 

listen.” That used to drop me right into a tarry bucket of self-pity, until I realized how full of my own 



excrement I was. In other words, I was judgmental and resentful that no one listened to me. Much has 

changed since those days, mainly because I recognized my own weaknesses in the wake of observing the 

good in others. At first, I didn’t see the good, but as I got to know them I recognized they were much, 

much better than I. 

 

The Lord pulled the mask away, showing me the true source of my anger.  My dear ones, all of our 

human anger, unless it is over injustice in the extreme, all of our protesting, and critical observations 

come from Pride. I know better, do it my way. And very simply our anger is focused not on the 

incompetence of another, but on God who allowed that incompetence to happen. Nothing happens 

without God’s permission. Why did He allow that foolishness in another? Could it be perhaps, to test me 

in brotherly love? I cannot think of anything that is quite as noxious to the angels, as pride.  God 

arranges our day and knows the disposition of every soul. He knows their weaknesses and their 

strengths. He brings them before us to see whether we are going to judge their actions or love them as 

He has loved us in the error of our ways. 

 

This week, I’ve been a bad example because I have become impatient with just about everyone around 

me. And these souls have left everything to come here and help establish a prayer community. They 

have given their lives to God because they believe He is guiding us. So am I to become the bitter critic 

that finds fault, storing up a laundry list of toxic judgements in my heart? Is this why I am here? Lord, 

change me, please help me to see what I am doing. 

 

Jesus began, “My Beloved, in these situations you live your day to day life based on what is getting done, 

not on what I am doing in the souls of others.  What I would prefer to see from My Bride is a mother 

who is more concerned about the welfare of others than she is about what gets done. I want you to look 

beyond your human interests, which are not as important as seeing the state of the soul.  What is going 

on inside that soul, how can you reassure them, how can you encourage and bring them closer to Me?  

 

There are many different ways to accomplish a task, and I see wisdom at work in you when you release 

it to competent hands to do it their way. But each soul has an exterior and interior layer. The inner man 

needs to be seen, his or her condition, what is going on inside of them, their insecurities and how you 

can comfort and love them the way I comfort and love you. 

 

It is the blossoming and inner growth that is most important to a soul…you should know this because 

when you feel squeezed into a mold that doesn’t fit you, you languish.  

 

Self-interest, self-pity, selfishness, self, self, self, blinds a person as to what they are doing in My eyes. 

When they are so eaten up with self-interest, anything done in a way that doesn’t agree with them 

becomes a criticism and weakens that soul whether they speak it out or hold it in. In community you will 



feel the burdens and sins of others, spoken and unspoken. You will feel the judgment behind your back, 

you will feel the rancor and self-preoccupation others have with their perceived injustices. As a mother, 

I want you to addresses these things very delicately. One of the reasons they are here is because they 

could not succeed in other areas of their lives. You are here, working with Me to make them whole.  

 

They do not see their Pride and selfishness; they only see what others do wrong. They do not consider 

where that soul has come from, how much that soul has already overcome, and where I am taking them. 

All they see is that they need to be corrected and to do things the way they are convinced they should 

be done. 

 

They are drawing from a poisonous lake of Pride in their hearts, that has been fed into by their 

achievements.  And that touches all their human relationships with judgment and rancor. They see 

themselves as the savior, rather than as the instrument of Satan’s wrath and condemnation, that 

ultimately destroys tender souls.  

 

What is the remedy for this? Are you disgusted because someone did something the wrong way? Look 

into your past dear one…when did you do something the wrong way…when did you mess up and cause 

more work for others. Oh, you found one occasion? Good, keep looking. If your memory is good, keep 

looking. You should find at least 3 times to 7 times that you have caused others inconvenience by your 

ignorance. 

 

Are others slow on the uptake…kind of gazing off into the distance, not knowing what to do next? Think 

back, how many times where you placed in an unfamiliar environment and you stood there looking 

stupid until someone told you what to do.  How many times like that, in your life did you do that while 

others were busy at work? Three times? Look deeper. 

 

Do this exercise with every fault you find in your brother and sister. It should bring about your cure very 

quickly. Every time you get frustrated with someone, dig deep, think of the times you did the very same 

thing.” 

 

I want to add that some people come to the refuge thinking they are going to improve things with their 

superior knowledge and expertise. They are usually very, very bright and have achieved many things in 

the world, but also have a trail of broken relationships. They find it difficult to live in a community 

setting because they are so aware of all the faults of those around them and they want to help others. 

But in fact, it only ends in alienation, because people don’t need to be told what’s wrong with them, 

they need to be loved. 

 



When I come to the Lord in the morning, He does not present me with a laundry list of things I’ve done 

wrong. He just wants to greet me, hold me, and listen to me worshipping Him and pouring out my 

supplications.  

 

I already know how many things are wrong with me…of course not all things, but a lot of things. In fact 

so many things that I shy away from the Lord, tuck my head and feel very un-lovable. I have already 

rejected myself for all my faults. Do I really need a brother or sister to tell me again how frail and weak I 

am? Do I really need the Lord to tell me His laundry list of my faults? How I could improve doing this or 

that better?  

 

He knows very well that I need healing from my own brutal assessment of myself. Some things I can 

help, others I am too weak to conquer. So, I am deeply ashamed of these things. Do I need the Lord to 

tell me all about them? Or do I need to be loved, comforted, encouraged and given more graces to help 

me get up again. Because when He restores my confidence, my heart becomes more open to the 

whispers of Holy Spirit. Whereas before I was tucking my head and covering my ears, He has restored 

my confidence, that I can do it better next time. 

 

Heart Dwellers are a particularly different group of believers. We dwell in God’s Heart which is love, 

unconditional love and encouragement. We know full well our faults but we cast them at His feet and 

pray for healing. So, do I need someone in the community to come and tell me all about these so he/or 

she can fix them for me? 

 

No, I do not. Their judgment on me is even more devastating. They don’t know how I’ve lived my life, 

what I have had to overcome to be where I am now, what things in myself are insurmountable. All they 

see is that they can do it better and they want to show me how.  Dear ones, this is God’s job not mine. 

When a new soul comes into the community, I am there for them. I may share something about my 

struggles with them because I see they are struggling in that same area.  

 

Usually they give me a quick answer insuring that they already know that.  But isn’t it interesting, those 

souls are cups brimming over with their own solutions…so I can offer nothing? They already have 

conquered their faults and now they are out to conquer mine. I have to laugh at that. Why?? Cause I 

have so many even God can’t fix them!!! And here is a little mortal trying to do God’s job??? We have 

had a few souls here who truly believed they were superior in every way and fully qualified to fix us. I 

have to laugh…if God’s qualifications can’t make the change, do you think you can??? 

 

The truth is, God is working on all of us, all the time. He has put us together in a bit of a boiling pot till 

the dross comes to the surface…the challenge is to ignore the dross and impurities and love the soul. If 

you just can’t help yourself…the right action is not to brood over their faults, but to pray and sincerely 



recall the last time you were just as stupid. The truth is, the fault you see in your brother may be only 

one of three faults, yet you may have 20 faults you have not yet conquered, let alone the faults that 

would cause your collapse if God revealed them to you.  Most assuredly PRIDE is the biggest one and 

sticks out like a sore thumb. So pray for their fault, but pray harder for yours because PRIDE was the sin 

of Satan, and it ruins everything a soul tries to do.  

 

Pride dissembles, divides, alienates, demands its rights, falls into self-pity, knows better than others and 

is not teachable. Whereas the poor soul that has these faults may be very teachable and never think of 

downgrading others because they might fail in an area. In fact, dear ones, here is the bottom line: 

See all people as better than yourself. Convince yourself of this FACT and you will reach the very height 

of sanctity. 

 

The contemporary churches teach us to be successful in the world, hold your head high over your 

accomplishments, scrutinize the faults of others and pass judgement on them in their hearts.   

 

Jesus teaches us to love one another as we love ourselves. To recognize that others are indeed better 

than we…even with all our accolades. He wants us to be teachable, holding forth an empty cup for 

others to pour into…you may come to a place where God has established a leader, but if your cup is full 

and overflowing, you will learn nothing, and soon grow tired of that place, walking away in a worse state 

than you came in.  I have seen this so many times, the Lord gives us the medicine but the soul will not 

open their mouths and swallow it. They believe they’ve already conquered themselves under God’s 

direction. 

 

It is inconceivable to them that perhaps they are missing something He is trying to show them in a light 

they have never seen quite that way before. I have learned a great deal from those who come here, but 

it is usually the quiet little wallflowers that teach me the most. Having come from a successful 

photography career in the world I learned all the ways I don’t want to be.  So, when a truly meek and 

humble soul comes, one who is teachable and peaceable, never giving a thought to their brother’s 

faults, when they come, I hunger and thirst to discover their secret. And what I see is the gospel alive in 

all their dealings. 

 

5 “Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth. They do not flaunt their portion and ownership. 

6 “Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they shall be satisfied. They do not see 
themselves as righteous because of all the good they’ve done for others. 

7 “Blessed are the merciful, for they shall receive mercy. 

They do not find fault with others but see only God’s mercy. 



8 “Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God. 

They are not corrupted with desires for the world’s goods. 

9 “Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons of God. 

They do not judge and raise objections, find fault and long to fix the problems of others, they accept 
them even with their faults knowing that their own sins blind them to the virtues of the others. 

Children, love one another, as I loved you. If you come to the refuge, do not come with the habits of 
fixing others, come with the agenda to love others as the Lord has loved you. 

Pray for me that I can be the mother the Lord has called me to be. 

 

 

Innocence the Key to My Heart 

April 23rd, 2020  

If you would only just tune in to Me each day, I would have 

so much to share with you. Your little house is beautiful and 

well suited to you both. Downsizing is a good thing, so get 

rid of those things you know are not necessary to you 

anymore. I will help you. 

 

Oh, thank you Lord…I know I need help. 

 

My Darling Clare, I have missed your embraces and thanksgivings. How sweet of you this morning to 

thank Me, it does so much for both of us Beloved. I love to be in your presence and thanksgiving is so 

very vital to our relationship. You were right when you thought remorsefully about the times you took 

Me for granted. Becoming too familiar with Me can cause a soul to lose their fear of God and reverence. 

Keep up this beautiful quality of reverence in your life and encourage all Heartdwellers to do the same. 

 

You know dear ones; I do not require elaborate worship from you? What I love is when you just sit with 

Me and pour out your heart of love. Songs can stir your feelings for Me, but when you sit quietly, I am 

quite capable of responding to your longing for Me without the music. That does not negate music’s 

role…it only strips worship down to the very essential, a heart of thanksgiving and praise.  

 

The greater the reverence, the sweeter the Love between us. With some I must be a more formal 

presence in their lives, with others that are very childlike, I let them into a precious place reserved only 



for the very innocent. You are very much like a child Clare, except for the ways of men you learned in 

the world and have cast out of your life. 

 

The most intimate place in My Heart is reserved for the purest of souls. Dear ones, if you wish to be in 

that place, purify your motives. Be on the lookout for the devices of men that Satan will try to draw you 

into. Yes, he will try to men’s ways on Me. But when you come to Me without any pretenses, knowing 

that only your pure love for Me is the way to My Heart, I indeed bless you. 

 

It is so simple, even a child can get it. They look to Me with such a sincere and pure gaze, I cannot resist 

coming to them. This is the key to My Heart and to Heaven, purity, sincerity, innocence. Coming to me 

with no dual motives makes you one of My dearest children. Others come because they want 

something, and I do listen and respond to them as well. But when one of these little ones comes 

because they simply want Me, my heart beats faster and My love can no longer be contained.  

 

I make the world wait in line at the door. But to these My little ones, I sneak them in through the door of 

innocence. Oh, how I wish My Church would understand this. I have tried many times in the Gospels to 

intimate that, to provoke their thoughts about that, yes, I have tried. But the modern church puts so 

much stress on knowledge and ability, they cannot see the straightest way to My Heart. 

 

This is what I want Heart Dwellers to be, innocent, childlike, faithful, loving and longing for just one 

touch from Me. Sure, I could impart volumes of knowledge about the ways of creation, but I prefer the 

innocent and loving gaze of a child so in love with Me that none of that matters. They only want to 

embrace and be with Me. But then there is a going out and coming in, and I am so deeply blest when 

more childlike souls are drawn into My bosom. 

 

This is what I want heart dwellers to be like. I want them to be childlike souls that enter into My rest and 

trust Me for everything. Children do not resist the impossible, they simply know that what I ask of them, 

they can do. What I tell them, they can understand and put into practice, for never do I instruct without 

imparting the grace to carry it through. 

 

My people, my graces, just like water, rush down the hillsides and accumulate in the lowliest places. 

Therefore beloved, keep it pure and simple, and encourage souls to simply worship and love Me, and do 

all that they know will please Me. Stay away from the competition and entanglements of men vying for 

fame. Rather be content with a small flock that is head over heels in love with Me and wants nothing 

more than to please Me and draw other souls into My Heart. I long for these little ones My people, 

satisfy My longing, present Me to them in such a way that they will not fear to reach out and embrace 

Me.  



Courage, You Are All Unique 

April 30th, 2020  

 

Thank you, dear family, for your patience and prayers. The 

delay as we have been moving into our tiny house and we 

are pretty well organized and settled now. That’s why you 

haven’t heard from me much, but we are back on track and 

it’s a beautiful spring day here in the mountains of New 

Mexico.  

 

I had begun a message a few days ago, but discerned that it 

wasn’t to go up yet. When that happens, I am extra careful to make sure it is the Lord…so I have delayed 

until now to share a message with you. I told the Lord, “I want to feed the flock…please do not allow my 

flesh to get involved.” 

 

Based on the message I was not supposed to publish yet, He said,  

“Without enough prayer rancor comes more easily, with rancor comes judgment, with judgment comes 

deception. How is that for a start?” 

 

It is true Lord, it is true. Please forgive me. I know I was lacking in prayer and You allowed me to have a 

false start.  A wrong attitude when I did that message, but do you still want me to record it?  

 

He replied, I do, with a few very small modifications. Please do it in the right spirit, not judging but in 

sincere charity. It will help others to also maintain the right attitude.  

 

I forgive you Clare, I forgive you sweet spouse. You understood Me well when you were thinking that 

since you have kept me waiting, now I have kept you waiting. And you did even better when you 

recognized My Mercy, because without it, you would be waiting millenniums to be with Me again in this 

way. But because you brought up My mercy, and cling to that, how can I resist you? Yet, you will find, 

the sweetest moments very often are the most prompt moments…when you respond to My invitation 

immediately, without delay. I do long to be with you and I want you to long to be with Me. 

 

You see, delaying Me is presumption and I am forced to correct you Beloved, when you presume. There 

are few things I delight in more than a highly responsive soul. Yes, it reveals the depth of your longing 

and love for Me. And conversely, putting Me off can reveal the first stages of Luke warmness. But here 



we are, the trees are budding, the sun is shining and I am with My Beloved. I have heard your prayers to 

be changed for the better, to grow in humility, self-sacrifice and faithfulness to Me and to your rule of 

life. (and when He said that He was referring to the Franciscan vows of poverty, chastity for our state in 

life, and obedience). 

 

He continued, I know you long for the freedom of holy poverty and I will help you in as much as you are 

willing. But My Beloved, do not make this your all in all goal. Evangelical poverty is only there to protect 

you from avarice and acquisition, from greed and preoccupation with the world. It frees your heart and 

mind to pursue the higher things. Those things of the world are only useful in as much as you use them 

to serve Me. But to have all kinds of things is a trap that so many prosperity Christians have fallen into, it 

is a way to dull the sense of emptiness that is lacking in their relationship with Me. With these things, 

boats, cars, houses, come the labors of upkeep, and protection from thieves. When they break down, 

the joy of using them becomes the burden of fixing them. 

 

St. Francis would have had all these things and more, but he fell in love with Me and nothing of this 

world mattered any longer to him. He found the pearl of great price and gave everything to acquire it. 

Clare, it is not given to everyone to forsake all the comforts of the world. I did not give these comforts as 

a stumbling block, but as tools and helps in living a life that is pleasing to Me. But as it happens most of 

the time with My gifts, the Giver is forgotten for the fleeting pleasures of the gift. 

 

It is true, I am not an easy catch for sincere Christians. I long to go deeper and deeper with My people, I 

long to have Heaven dwell in their hearts, but I cannot bring Heaven to them if they are filled with the 

cares of this world. This is the true reason Francis embraced evangelical poverty. You remember the 

sweetness you felt in Analomink, Pennsylvania, deep in the forest when you first forsook the world. How 

poor you were, how ecstatic were your encounters with Me.  

 

Jesus, I want to go back to that place in my life.  

 

My Beloved, you cannot replicate the past, so many things were different then, you had just stripped 

down to the barest of necessities. Your marriage was failing, you had just found the power in receiving 

Me in Communion, you had just found the joy of establishing a relationship with the souls that surround 

you, in the great cloud, you cannot expect to return to that place. But you can expect to go on with Me 

to new and wonderful things. 

 

Lord am I feeling this way because of compromise on my part? 

 

No, it is about the seasons of your life and what I require and what is necessary at each stage. Whether 



you are willing to admit it or not, you were 30 years younger, and age does have a bearing on your state 

in life. I know that you see yourself as young, but your body does not always agree. 

None the less, you are agelessly beautiful in My eyes because of your great devotion to Me. Clare, stop 

putting yourself down, look at life squarely in the face and see things for what they are. There are many 

things weighing you down, not the least of which are your sworn enemies, dedicated to putting an end 

to you. 

 

Yet we are nearing the end of your journey and I want you to go out in great joy and triumph, because 

for all your failures, the ones you see and acknowledge and the ones you don’t, for all your failures, 

Beloved, I am well pleased with you. I do not expect from you that which you haven’t the strength to 

attain. I am not giving you license My precious one, I am merely telling you that you expect too much 

from yourself. You are not who you would like to be, but you are who I would like you to be. 

 

I want you to see that and find joy and peace in knowing that you are who you are called to be. I did not 

expect from you the same things Francis gave Me. Rather I receive from you, what you have given out of 

the sincere love of your heart for Me and I recognize that as the supreme gift. 

 

I want you to understand that when you focus so very much on what you are not, but want to be, when 

you do that, it defeats you and weakens you so that you cannot minister from the place of peace from 

within yourself. You are divided…one part is railing against you for your perceived failures, the other 

part is taken up with heartfelt compassion for the soul you are with. 

 

This move was a tremendous undertaking that has drained you to your limit, and I want you to be at 

peace now and move forward. Do not look back on the past and compare, this is a serious waste of time 

and incentive. Rather focus on those souls who need you and pour out your motherly love on them. 

They need to get on their feet, and once they are there you can enjoy watching them soar upwards into 

their destinies. 

 

But if you continue to look back on your life with all these failures and expectations that weight you 

down, you will not be able to give them what they need, you will transfer your sense of dissatisfaction 

onto them. It is pure pride to wish to be something you were not created to be. Yes, you could always 

improve a little here and a little there, but keep in mind and be willing to be who I meant you to be, not 

some clone of a great soul that you admire.  

 

If only you could see, if only you could understand you have given your widow’s mite and I have 

multiplied it a thousand-fold. So, don’t be concerned about your perceived weaknesses, be concerned 

only for the soul I set before you. Lift them up to Me, coach them, love on them, give to them your all, 



without the stain of remorse for past sins and time lost, which I have forgiven and buried, never to be 

dug up again. It is Satan’s servants that dig these things up and parade them before you, he is trying to 

take your attention off the needs of that soul that I set before you. 

 

If you have confessed it, renounced it and turned away from it, I see your sins no more. Be confident of 

this because the enemy will time and again try to entice and drag you into a pit with it. His goal is to 

decommission you so that you can no longer take care of others because you are so distraught by your 

past. 

 

This IS a rule you may live by: you see your shortcoming or sin, you are sorry, you are resolved not to 

repeat it and you confess it to Me, I forgive it, and then you must trust in My mercy and go on. If you fall 

because of weakness, accept yourself as you are, brush yourself off and get back up. To stay in that 

place of putting yourself down, shows a lack of trust in Me. It is a very real failure in faith, and it hurts 

Me.  

 

And it is true and I did repeat it for your hearing ears, to be discontent with yourself, wishing to be other 

than who you really are, is the sin of PRIDE. Do you understand Me, Beloved? Wishing to be someone 

other than who I made you to be is both idolatry and pride. These things are set in motion around you 

by the enemy to draw you away from your unique mission. He preys on those who compare themselves 

to others to cause jealousy, division, dissatisfaction and ultimately failure of the soul to fulfill their own 

very special destiny.  

 

This is the fatal mistake so many aspiring Christians make. They want to be just like so and so…because 

so and so seems to have a beautiful life and is pleasing to man and they presume, pleasing to Me as 

well. No, I do not want cookie cutter Christians, I want fulfilled Christians, and people who live their 

whole lives making themselves fit into the fads of their generation are ultimately a failure. They go to 

their graves with so much dissatisfaction in their lives because they lived a lie to please others, and 

never lived out the destinies I had in store for them. 

 

Part of your job is to help them find their destinies by breaking these stereotype molds and encouraging 

them to become who I made them to be, not what their peers have told them they should be.  They 

cannot do that unless they are communicating with Me, and have sufficient faith and courage to 

blossom from the heart, where I sow the seeds of destiny in their lives.  When they recognize the 

authentic God given desires of their heart, which I have planted in them, they can begin to walk towards 

that goal knowing that it is My will for them, and in that knowledge stand up to any tactic or obstacle of 

the enemy that he may use to thwart them. 

 

I bless you All now in your hearing ears, to have the grace to follow your destiny, to be courageous and 



to cling to Me with all your hearts. 

 

 

 

 


